TOYOTA TPAT

Toyota Professional
Automotive Technician
FEEL THE POWER OF TPAT
You’ll give your training a powerful boost when you add the Toyota Professional Automotive
Technician (TPAT) elective to your Automotive Technology or Automotive/Diesel Technology
program. Designed and equipped by Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., TPAT is offered
exclusively at UTI and is designed to put you on a pathway toward becoming a Toyota
or Lexus service technician.*
The Toyota-specific curriculum of TPAT is designed to prepare you for career opportunities
at a Toyota or Lexus dealership. In this 12-week program, you’ll get hands-on training on
Toyota and Lexus procedures and vehicles, including the Toyota Prius with its hybrid drive
system. You’ll work with current technology, tools and equipment while servicing and
repairing the No. 1 selling auto brand in the world.
TPAT can be added to an Auto/Diesel training program by any UTI student who has
completed the Automotive Technology program.

GET TOYOTA/LEXUS INDUSTRY CREDENTIALS
TPAT training makes it possible for you to earn Toyota and Lexus
course credits on the way to achieving Certified Technician status
within the dealer network.

These can increase your value to dealerships and help you to advance more
quickly in your career. The TPAT curriculum is equivalent to the training that
Toyota and Lexus provide to dealership technicians.
The accelerated program offered by TPAT makes it possible for you to complete
in just 12 weeks training that generally takes dealership technicians years to
finish. You’ll learn from experienced instructors with training and certifications
from Toyota and Lexus. Students can earn 8 Toyota and 5 Lexus class
credentials leading to Toyota/Lexus Certified Technician status. By using
your access to Toyota online courses and completing the assigned courses,
you will be prepared for an entry-level technician position.
In addition, students will be prepared to complete certification testing
by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE),
considered the gold standard for independent certification of service
technician skills and knowledge. The Toyota Certified Technician status
is granted to those students who pass at least two ASE tests and meet
the dealership experience requirement.
For more information, go to

UTI.edu/TOYOTA

*UTI is an educational institution and cannot guarantee employment or salary.

These students are ready to work.
When they come out of here they are
trained in the same work environment
that our shops are.
KEVIN NAYLOR
Fixed Operations Director
Toyota of Surprise

TOYOTA PROFESSIONAL
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN

BECOME CAREER-READY
As a TPAT graduate, UTI will assist you in identifying
employment opportunities at more than 1,500 Toyota and Lexus
dealerships throughout the country.1
Thanks to TPAT’s Toyota-specific training, Toyota and Lexus
dealerships know that when they hire a TPAT graduate, they
won’t have to invest the significant time and money typically
required to train entry-level employees. Many TPAT students are
hired even before they graduate.

TOYOTA/LEXUS CERTIFIED
TPAT TRAINING
In the TPAT program, you’ll get specialized training
on Toyota and Lexus equipment and vehicles in the
following areas:
Toyota maintenance
Toyota automatic transmissions
Toyota brake systems
Toyota hybrid maintenance

FINANCIAL AID

Toyota manual transmissions, transaxles and transfer cases

For information on applying for financial aid, including grants,
student loans, scholarships,2 VA benefits and private financing,
contact your advisor or the UTI Financial Aid department.

Toyota /Lexus climate control systems

Toyota/Lexus body electrical diagnosis
Toyota/Lexus electrical circuit diagnosis
Toyota/Lexus engine control systems
Toyota/Lexus suspension and steering

CONTACT YOUR UTI ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE TODAY!
Or visit your UTI Student Development Advisor
in the Employment Services Office.

TPAT PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
LISLE, IL
630-529-2662
1-800-441-4248

RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA
909-484-1929
1-888-692-7800

UTI.edu/Toyota

UTI is an educational institution and cannot guarantee employment or salary. 2Financial aid, scholarships and grants are available to
those who qualify. Awards vary due to specific conditions, criteria and state. For program outcome information and other disclosures,
visit www.uti.edu/disclosures.
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